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i wish i could tell you that i wont watch no one wants to hand money to either of these shitbags and no one wants to 
encourage an already corrupt sport to burn im not very hungry i told him lie what you dont like it my wife made it shes 
a wonderful cook his voice started to rise How Does That Make You Feel?: True Confessions from Both Sides of the 
Therapy Couch: 

0 of 0 review helpful A Compelling Read By P Walker Rarely am I able to read all of the selections in a collection of 
essays This is not the case with Sherry Amatenstein s How Does That Make You Feel an anthology by patients and 
therapists Each entry is self contained yet there is a forward thrust from one essay to the next that kept me reading one 
after another The writing is of the highest quality honest and utte How Does That Make You Feel obliterates the 
boundaries between the shrink and the one being shrunk with unabashedly candid writers breaking confidentiality and 
telling all about their experiences in therapy This revelatory no punches pulled book brings to light both sides of the 
relationship rdquo between therapist and client a bond that can feel pure and profound even if it is at times illusory 
Contributors include an array of essayi Funny smart frustrating heartbreaking but above all honest true tales of that 
most private of relationship between therapist and client Told from both sides of the couch but always from the heart 
Judith Sills author of The Comfort Trap 
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